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The Problem
Cyber threats are constantly evolving, and organisations need to understand 
who is likely to attack what and how if they are going to stand a chance of 
defending against adversaries. 
In order to understand them it’s necessary to collect and analyse huge volumes 
of disparate information.
Traditional Cyber Threat Intelligence providers focus on providing huge volumes 
of data to their clients, but not the understanding that makes the data useful.
Most organisations have limited internal analytical teams and don’t have the 
time or resources to make sense of huge volumes of data.

Threat Intelligence

Orpheus is the leading threat intelligence 
and cyber risk rating company and is 
trusted by major organisations worldwide 
to help protect their vital assets.

Our powerful and award-winning
platform collects huge volumes of cyber 
threat data which we analyse using
Machine Learning and an array of
sophisticated technologies combined 
with our highly-skilled analysts. 

Our cloud-based platform seamlessly 
fuses our threat intelligence and cyber 
risk rating expertise to match your
current threats to your live vulnerabilities 
so that you can stop cyber risks before 
they happen.

The Solution: A subscription to the Orpheus Threat Intelligence Platform
With a subscription to the 
Orpheus’ Threat Intelligence 
platform you receive a
complete understanding of your 
cyber risks at the strategic, 
operational and tactical levels. 

Understanding which is: 
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Threat Intelligence

Our Threat Intelligence platform helps 
supercharge the efforts of security 
teams by giving the answers to vital 
questions like:

Tactical Intelligence
What are the current techniques, tactics and procedures being
used by threat actors?
How are these attack techniques evolving?
What does this mean for your organisation?

Operational Intelligence
Is my organisation being targeted by threat actors?
Is my data available on the deep and dark web?
Are threat actors able to target your infrastructure or the
technology you rely on?

Strategic Intelligence
How can I inform my board of this changing threat landscape?
What is the potential impact on my business?
How does the changing threat affect strategic business
decisions?
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Threat Intelligence

Who they are
What they do
Where they operate
The technology they rely on

Orpheus is so much more than just a 
threat intelligence platform. Our mission 
is to turn data into actionable insights so 
that our clients can clearly visualize the 
threat and understand the intent and 
capability that their adversaries have to 
target them given factors such as:

We empower our clients to ensure they 
have the right defences in place to
successfully protect against their threats 
and mitigate their cyber risk effectively.

Our All-Source Intelligent Model
Orpheus sets itself apart from other traditional Cyber Threat Intelligence providers by
collecting data from an unrivalled breadth of sources, which we fuse together with 
expert insights from our analysts to provide our clients with a real-time invaluable 
understanding of the cyber threats they face.
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Threat Intelligence

Our Key Points of Difference:

Tailored Analysis
We are not just another data provider. Our proprietary
intelligence platform and all-source collection and analysis 
model sets us apart from our peers. We recognize that no two 
companies are the same. And we work with you to understand 
your requirements to ensure we deliver actionable and
predictive intelligence that is bespoke to you.

Sophisticated Technology
Our sophisticated technology enables us to collect, index, store 
and analyse huge volumes of cyber threat intelligence from a 
wide range of sources, both technical and non-technical.

We use our award-winning advanced analytical techniques, 
including machine learning, combined with our highly-skilled 
analysts to provide predictive and actionable intelligence to our 
clients.

Personalised Reporting
We recognize that our clients need their reporting in a number 
of different ways, and we offer different levels of access - 
whether your role requires threat data, analysed threat 
intelligence reports or more strategic management-level 
reporting. This has all been expertly and carefully designed to 
empower organisations to respond faster and reveal unknown 
threats before they impact on business.

Integrity
Orpheus takes its legal and ethical obligations associated with
collecting information very seriously. Not only do we follow law
enforcement best practice and relevant legislation, but also 
operate our own high standards set out in our internal policies 
and training of relevant employees.

A Leader in Cyber Threat
Orpheus has a wealth of experience in providing ground 
breaking cyber threat intelligence services. We are among the 
best in the world at what we do, and have the corporate 
accreditations, individual certifications, and the reputation to 
prove it.
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Threat Intelligence

Option 1: The Cyber Risk Rating Report

Receive a monthly Cyber Risk rating summary report
Summary of both your live threats and vulnerabilities
Details of how you can immediately reduce your cyber risk

Option 2: Cyber Risk Rating Platform

Monitor Cyber Risks to multiple entities in one dashboard
View changes to each entities’ Cyber Risk as it happens
Provide Third Parties with actionable Cyber Risk Summary reports
Monitor improvements in Third Party Cyber Risk

Option 3: Access to Oprheus’ Threat Analysis

Access to Orpheus’ expert analyst-written Intelligence Report database
Adversary profiles, frequently updated with current TTP’s
Weekly and Monthly Global Threat Intelligence Summary

Option 4: Cyber Threat Intelligence Data

Searchable Dark Web, Deep Web and Technical Data
Identify Cyber Threats to you as they occur
Safely conduct research on live threat actor activity

Option 5: Your Threat and Risk Platform

Receive notification of live threats to your organisation
Understand your changing cyber threat and risk
Dashboard to direct your counter threat and risk operations

1. Risk Report 2. Risk Ratings 
Platform

3. Threat
Analysis

5. Your Threat 
and Risk

4. Threat Intel 
Data




